Atlanta Humane Society
Partner Personality Profile Key
● Please use this key to assess the behavior of your potential AHS transport
candidates. These results should be based on observations you make during
day-to-day operations at your organization; pulling out animals for focused
assessment is not necessary unless these results cannot be gathered through
day-to-day observation.
● Any dog under 5 months old does NOT need a behavior assessment.
● Dogs that score all A’s and/or B’s are considered good candidates for transfer
to AHS.
● If a dog scores any C’s, they MUST be cleared by the Animal Logistics Team
before transfer. These exceptions are only made in special circumstances.
● Any dogs that score lower than a C in any category are not transfer candidates
to AHS.
● Other considerations: Adult bully breeds, aside from exceptions, are not
generally accepted from our partners outside of Metro-Atlanta. We are committed
to helping locally with bully breeds before importing them from out of the area.
Any seniors, adult bully breeds, or medical cases MUST be cleared with the
Animal Logistics Team prior to transfer to AHS, regardless of behavior results.
● Once you have scored your transfer candidate, please fill out their results on the
“Behavior-Dog” section of the Transport Spreadsheet. (See Below)

Behavior Results

Results:

A

B

C

D

E

Kennel
Behavior

Comes to front of
kennel with loose,
wiggly body
language to greet
people

Comes to front of
kennel with
encouragement,
loose body
language

Hesitant to
approach,
nervous but may
come with
encouragement

Stiff body
language, will not
approach, barrier
reactive

Growling,
snapping,
lunging,
barrier
reactive

On Leash
Behavior

Walks politely, can
be controlled by
inexperienced
walker

Some pulling,
can get
distracted, would
benefit from
experienced
walker

Pulls hard, may
get mouthy or
over aroused on
leash, needs
experienced
walker

Drags handler,
unable to be
redirected,
lunging towards
distractions

Cannot be
controlled,
bites up leash,
redirects
overarousal
on handler

Handling

Happy, wiggly body
language when
petted, solicits
attention, calmly
and loosely allows
feet/ears/mouth to
be touched

Allows petting
with loose body
language,
feet/ears/mouth
can be touched
with
encouragement

Avoids or
shrinks away
from petting,
struggles to get
away or avoids
feet/ears/mouth
being touched

Stiff body, will not
allow
feet/ears/mouth
handling, muzzle
punching or
spinning around
toward handler

Growls,
snaps, bites or
shows teeth
when handled

Resource
Guarding
From People

Loose, wiggly when
taking food and
toys, happily allows
or walks away

May gulp when
taking food or
hesitate to give
toys, loose
wiggly body
language, will
still allow you to
take

Resists having
Growls, snaps, or
food and toys
freezes when
taken, body
taking food or toys
becomes stiff or
dog may body
block from taking

Bites/attempts
to bite or
lunges when
taking food or
toys

Group
Housing/Play
Group
Behavior

Gets along well with
all kennel mates, no
altercations
reported

May scuffle with
incompatible
kennel mates, no
injuries and
generally gets
along with other
dogs

Fights with
multiple dogs,
minor injuries
reported, guards
food/toys from
others

Demonstrates
barrier reactivity,
redirects on other
dogs when over
aroused, multiple
injuries reported

Serious injury
caused for
any reason,
cannot be
housed with
other dogs

Loose body
language, positive
experiences if has
met other dogs,
demonstrates
playful or wiggly
on-leash behavior
around other dogs

Loose body
language, pulls
towards other
dogs on leash
but easily
redirected every
time,
appropriately
greets dogs if
introduced

Intense focus on
other dogs when
on leash, difficult
to redirect,
inappropriately
greets dogs if
introduced

Demonstrates
barrier reactivity,
unable to redirect
around other
dogs, may
redirect on
handler, needs to
be an “only dog”

Confirmed
history of dog
aggression,
worrisome
reactivity on
leash around
other dogs,
demonstrates
intense barrier
reactivity

(If single housed or
no playgroup, omit
this section)

Single
Housing
Behavior
(If group housed or
in playgroup, omit
this section)

